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Communicating in 2020
Website
Blog
Email
Social Media

Increase
traﬃc/exposure to
Owned with Paid.

OWNED

Growth-engineered
content.

Branded content
drives earned
media and traﬃc.

EARNED
Mentions
Shares
Reposts
Reviews
BA Content

PAID

Amplifying sharing & engagement
with Paid.

Social Advertising
Paid Content Paid
Inﬂuencers
Social Media Ads
SEM
Display

The Purpose of Digital Communication
Business Growth, aka, maximizing revenue
Break this into three jobs:
1. close the highest percentage possible of the
people in the consideration phase.
2. nurture all conversions into lifelong loyalists who
are responsive to promotions and whose value to
you you can systematically increase
3. generate more demand for your brand/product.

consider

convert
CAUTION = there is so much going on, if we aren’t laser
focused on priorities and shifting priorities according to what
we’ve already accomplished, we can waste a lot of time. So
we always want to have a strong understanding of where
we’re at in terms of the above three goals.

advocate

Takeaways
➔

Not rocket science

➔

Despite what the experts want you to think, YOU are
the most qualiﬁed to develop your digital
communications strategy.

➔

How to grow: Systemize the grow, convert, retain cycle

➔

Diﬀerence between strategy and tactics
➔

The strategy is the powersource. The strategy
is timeless. All of these other things are tactics
dying for a strategy to support.

The Shift
Digital
Communications
Tactics

➔

How many emails are you
supposed to send?

Relationship
Management
Strategy

➔

How do we want
to make our
customer feel?

Background
Career in social media - content
strategy, content planning, visual
production, copywriting, community
management, social advertising.
Consumer goods brands consider
social channel growth an investment in
brand awareness that deﬁnitely leads
to biz growth - demand generation that
increases the size of the market that
they have to sell to.
For the companies I’ve worked for and
my clients, kpi’s like social audience
growth, engagement rates, and
website traﬃc from social all correlate
to business growth (lead indicators).

How We Use Channels
.COM
(OWNED)

GOAL

HOW?

Enable our consumers to
learn more.

Provide longer-form
information that moves
consumers from
awareness to
consideration.

SOCIAL MEDIA
(OWNED)
Build a community around our
brand where we can connect
with our consumers to
increase demand generation
and sell-through.

Drive a conversation with
consumers that moves them
from familiarity to trial AND
from trial to loyalty.

EMAIL
(OWNED)

DIGITAL COMMUNITY
(“EARNED”)

Product sell-through
and loyalty nurturing.

Build a community of like
minded customers.

Re-engage existing
consumers with
targeted messages that
drive increased AOV
and drive loyalty.

Introduce consumers to the
brand via a community of like
minded customers, and drive
loyalty among that community
through a combination of
promotion, education, and
advocacy.

But WHY?

Back to our GOALS
1.

Close the highest percentage possible of the
people in the consideration phase.

2.

Nurture all conversions into lifelong loyalists who
are responsive to promotions and whose value to
you you can systematically increase

3.

Generate more demand for your brand/product.

When it comes to 1 and 2, nothing is more important than email marketing.

Email Marketing - Priorities
The most important emails you need to
implement in priority order
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Email capture on website
◆ Welcome to the brand, intro, oﬀer
Order conﬁrmation - personality driven
Shipping conﬁrmation
Experience follow up - should be short, sweet,
conversational (pull my example from
convertkit)
Introduction to your values (they already know
your value proposition)
[name]

Once all of these are dialed in you are now
planning out your content-based and
promotional calendar.

Two Types of Emails

2

1

CONTENT
(use email to increase loyalty/values)

PROMOTION
(use email to convert + increase loyalty/values)
➔
➔
➔

Speciﬁc product or collection
Due to season/time of year/national
holidays → coverage
oﬀers/discounts

➔

Storytelling content that provides free value
and build that relationship (it’s relevant
enough to your product, brand, and
relationship with consumer that it’s likely to
drive sales)

How to Grow Your Email List
➔
➔
➔

On site
From social
Partnerships

Frequency - how often should we be sending
emails?
➔
➔
➔

Relationship management
You always feel like you should send less than
you should
Send more as your list grows

Email Numbers to Know
KPI

Benchmark

How to Improve

Open Rate

23.31%

Subject line

Click Rate

2.94%

Amount of links,
content, copy

Conversion
Rate

1%

Better relevancy,
timing, content or copy

What’s Next?
✓ Close the highest percentage
possible of the people in the
consideration phase.
✓ Nurture all conversions into
lifelong loyalists who are
responsive to promotions and
whose value to you you can
systematically increase
Generate more demand for
your brand/product.

➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

You’re collecting emails on your
website
Your must-have sequences are set
up
You’re sending out an email/week
to your list
Your KPIs are good
Now what?

Demand Generation
Your communication strategy =
your demand generation and loyalty-driving
strategy

Step 1
Strategy

Your demand generation and loyalty strategy =
relationship management
➔
➔

➔
➔

Facebook users globally as of 2020 is 1.69 billion
Instagram users globally as of 2020 is 1 billion

NCS ecom sales were up 400% YOY in March.
WP’s average order value went up 30% when they slashed
their digital advertising budget by 75% and left all the ad
spend to us.

Step 2
Tactics

Principles of Social
➔ Conversational
➔ Consumer Centric
➔ Community-driven
2020 and beyond = SOCIAL-FIRST

How do we get Organized?
CREATE CONTENT PILLARS
If you want to:
➔
➔

Systemize the relationship management process / the relationship over time
Make sure that the content you’re putting out on a daily basis organically is as strategic
as your direct marketing (systematically contributing to increased demand gen and biz
growth)

Purpose of the framework:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Maintain sense of brand and UVP as you scale
Systematically grow, engage, convert, retain through your organic content planning
Easier to integrate organic content with the proper paid objective / audience for
intended business eﬀect
Be able to successfully delegate content creation to your team (biz strategy and also
mental health)

Content Pillars - The Repeatable Framework
Our Why
Lifestyle
Communication goal: Drive brand awareness,
gain attention with the right type of buyer in order
to facilitate consideration.
Content Translation: This content takes
customers to the places they want to go,
delivering a daily dose of perspective. It can be as
simple as connecting over the fact that a
30-minute morning walk is sacred. It can
encourage our target to daydream and plan the
future through an ambassador’s lens.
Examples:
This content is:
➔
Engineered to be as consumer centric and
“social” as possible.
➔
Engineered to be “sticky” and shareable
➔
Engineered for growth (tag someone to…) (or
boosted for engagement)

Emotional Content

Our How
Authority

Our What
Product
Communication Goal: Facilitate consideration and
drive decision and conversion.
Content Translation: When we talk about our
products, we are relentlessly focused on quality,
and each product has a set of “quality
characteristics” we describe in the most
consumer-centric, experience-centric way
possible. The adjectives include all-day comfort,
supportive, lightweight, quick-drying, long-lasting
durability, and sustainable.
➔
➔

Deﬁning how we talk about our product
Keeping UVP front and center in the most
consumer-centric terms possible (how it
makes them feel or how it helps them
achieve their goal - without getting into
proprietary details

Communication goal: Convert “on-the-fence”
prospects and foster loyalty and advocacy
among purchasers.
Content Translation: This content educates and
builds our authority as the most sustainable,
ethical, and Earth-conscious footwear brand.
This content dives into how we do what we do,
with a focus on sustainability, ﬁrst and foremost,
followed by social-impact. When discussing our
product in context of this pillar, we are putting
the emphasis on long-lasting durability and
sustainably made.
➔
➔
➔

This content educates and builds our
authority
Goes deeper into UVP - is more for
loyalty-driving than conversion
Could be mission-based, or it could be
content that drills further down into the
UVP in a more proprietary manner

Practical Content

Pillars Along the Consumer Journey
PRODUCT &
LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE
DISCOVERY
CONSIDERATION

PRODUCT
CONVERSION

PRODUCT,
LIFESTYLE &
MISSION

ADVOCACY

Content Pillars in the Wild

How to Make Social “Work”
➔
➔
➔

Channel guidelines
Paid framework
Integrating organic and paid

Channel Guide

Paid Social Framework
Share clickable
content on
Facebook that
drives users to
your website.

Brand build (and accelerate
account growth) by
retargeting website visitors
with organic Instagram
content.

website

Lead acquisition for email
(sweepstakes).

➔

Send content to your
email list that drives
people to your website
& nurture these buyers
with loyalty content.

➔
email
list

Organic social: Posted for
free. It used to be that these
posts would be seen by your
followers, but that’s no longer
a given.
Paid social: Posted with
spend to help reach a larger
audience and you can specify
who those audiences are.

Proven Results
NCS ecom sales were
up 400% YOY in
March. The only
marketing they do is
with us.

8.94% CTR

6.19% CTR

industry standard :

1%

Proven Results
2.13% CTR
3.68% CTR

industry standard :

1%

Performance Framework - Social
Top of Funnel (TOF)
➔
➔
➔

➔
➔

Objective: Awareness
Budget allocation: 70%
Campaign Objectives: Reach, Video Views, Traﬃc, Engagement
◆
Examples: Facebook Page Likes Campaign, Traﬃc to
Site Campaign, Post Engagement Campaign
Audience: Cold (Interest-based and Lookalike)
Goal: Attract new customers

Middle of Funnel (MOF)
➔
➔
➔

➔
➔

Objective: Consideration/Interest
Budget Allocation: 20%-25%
Campaign Objectives: Engagement, Traﬃc, Video Views, Lead
Generation
◆
Examples: Traﬃc to Site, Post Engagement Campaign,
Video Views Campaign, Lead Generation Campaign
Audience: Warm (Engaged w/ social channels and/or website +
customer list)
Goal: Nurture newly engaged audiences and existing customers

Bottom of Funnel (BOF)
➔
➔
➔

➔
➔

Objective: Conversion (Purchase, Add to Cart, Sign Up)
Budget Allocation: 5%-10%
Campaign Objectives: Conversion
◆
Examples: Conversion - Purchase, Conversion - Add to
Cart, Traﬃc to Site
Audience: Hot (Add to Cart, Initiate Checkout, Add Payment)
Goal: Sell, upsell and build loyalty

Content Pillar Alignment
Awareness - Lifestyle / Consumer-centric Content

Nurture / Loyalty - Authority Content

Goal: Drive brand awareness, gain attention with the right type
of buyer in order to facilitate consideration.

Goal: Convert “on-the-fence” prospects and foster loyalty
and advocacy among purchasers.

➔
➔
➔

Campaign Objective: Engagement, Traﬃc, Video Views
Audiences: Cold - Interest + Lookalike of engaged
social users and customers
Budget Allocation: 40%

Conversion - Product Content
Goal: Facilitate consideration and drive decision and
conversion
➔
➔
➔

Objective: Conversion, Traﬃc, Lead Generation
Audiences: Warm - FB / IG Engaged, Website Visitors,
Email List
Budget Allocation: 30%

➔
➔
➔

Objective: Traﬃc, Engagement, Video Views
Audiences: Warm + Cold - Interest, Lookalike +
Engaged
Budget Allocation: 30%

What to do Now?
1.

Shift your mindset from digital marketing → relationship management
strategy and embrace social-ﬁrst communication type across all of your
digital content

2.

5 critical emails in place

3.

Content strategy (pillars)

4.

Content plan through EOY
➔

Integrate content pillars, social, and email

5.

Content production

6.

Deployment: Strategic integration of organic and paid for systematic
growth, conversion and retention

